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industries. The reason is the nature of the activities and
characteristics of the construction project and oversee the
various departments. And secondly, the competition in the
financial markets and the economy on the implementation
of safety measures that increase [3], Abdulmaten Taroun
(2014) indicated that in the metro construction that need to
use an electrical equipment and machinery which are a
source of danger to cause financial loss and loss of
personnel as well as delays of construction projects [4].
However, the accident statistics in the process of metro
construction have not been decreased, especially, the
activity of tunnel construction which at the reason is the
nature of the activities and characteristics of a variety of
construction projects.
Therefore, this study will focus on the Analytic
Hierarchy Process multiple criteria decision making
approach for selecting a section of subway construction at
risk in the metro construction activities to identify the
hazards for assessing the risk and determination the safety
measures for reducing the hazards for metro construction
project of Thailand.

Abstract—Safe workplace in the subway construction make a
major contribution to personnel safety. Safety of the section
in the subway construction is often guaranteed or enhanced
by work complexity, machine and equipment, accident
statistic, accident severity, work environment, and number
of workers for these projects. The choice of a sector safety
risk in the subway construction involves multiple criteria
decision making and ranking of alternatives according to
often contrasting performance measures. In this paper, a
systematic methodology for selecting a type of sector of
subway construction at risk possible to accidents aimed at
reducing physical environmental hazards of type of sector in
subway construction is presented. The method at first
includes a classification of type of sector in the subway
construction, then introduces an exhaustive list of 6 factors
useful to judge the suitability of selecting a type of sector in
the subway construction for comparison purposes. A
comparison of relative importance between the rating
criteria is then carried out in the framework of the Analytic
Hierarchy Process (AHP)decision making approach, based
on expert opinion, allowing unambiguous prioritization of
the above decision making factors. Limitation and future
work of this study are also discussed. 
Index Terms—subway construction, risk assessment,
multi-criteria decision making, analytical hierarchy process
(AHP).

I.

INTRODUCTION

Bangkok is the capital city and a center of economic and
social development of Thailand. There are many people
living in the city that they must be expanded to
surrounding suburbs. Require the construction of rapid
transit systems for traffic convenience for linking center of
Bangkok and another place. The nature and construction
transit system is complicated and complex than general
construction especially a metro construction system. The
procedure of metro construction there is a risk that will
affect both workers and environment. Hall and Hulett
(2002) has pointed out that the complex is a source of risk
]1], Hao-Tien Liu and Yieh-lin Tsai )2012) explains that in
the past decade there has been an increased awareness
about safety. And risks to health from a career in the
construction industry [2], Limao Zhang, Miroslaw J.
Skibniewski, Xianguo Wu, Yueqing Chen and Qianli
Deng )2014) says that although it has improved and
defense, but the accident rate still higher than other


Figure 1. Hierarchy for a typical three-level multiple criteria decision
making problem.

II.

The AHP is a structured technique for organizing and
analyzing complex decisions, based on mathematics and
psychology. It was developed by Thomas L. Saaty in the
1970s and has been extensively studied and refined since
then. It has particular application in group decision making,
and is used around the world in a wide variety of decision
making situations, in fields such as government, business,
industry, healthcare, and education. Rather than
prescribing a “correct” decision, the AHP helps decision
makers find one the best suits for their goal and their
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understanding of the problem. It provides a comprehensive
and rational framework for structuring a decision problem,
for representing and quantifying its elements, for relating
those elements to overall goals, and for evaluating
alternative solutions, as shown in Fig. 1. The AHP method
provides a structured framework for setting priorities on
each level of the hierarchy using pairwise comparisons
that are quantified using 1-9 scale in Table I [5].
TABLE I.
Numberical
value
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
Reciprocals

pairwise comparison matrix is thought to have an
acceptable consistency; otherwise, it need to be revised.
TABLE II. RANDOM INCONSISTENCY INDEX FOR PAIRWISE
COMPARISON MATRICES WITH THE ORDER FROM 1-10.
n 1 2 3
4
5
6 7
8
9 10
RI 0 0 0.58 0.90 1.12 1.24 1.32 1.41 1.45 1.49

Decision alternatives can be compared pairwisely with
respect to each decision criterion in the same way. After
the weights of decision criteria and the weights of decision
alternatives with respect to each criterion are obtained by
using pairwise comparison matrices, the overall weight (or
called priority) of each decision alternative with respect to
the decision goal can be generated by using the following
simple additive weighting method [4], [5], as shown in Eq.
4.

NINE-POINT PAIRWISE COMPARISON SCALE
Verbal meaning for risk factor evaluation
Equally important
Equally to moderately more important
Moderately more important
Moderately to strongly more important
Strongly more important
Strongly to very strongly more important
Very strongly more important
Very strongly to extremely more important
Extremely more important
Reciprocals for inverse comparison

𝑊𝐴𝑖 = ∑𝑚
𝑗=𝑖 𝑊𝑖𝑗 𝑊𝑗 , 𝑖 = 1, … , 𝑛,

where w j (j=1,...,m) are the weights of decision criteria, w
ij (i=1, … ,n) are the weights of decision alternatives with
respect to criterion j, and w A j (i=1, … ,n) are the overall
weights of decision alternatives. Table 3 shows how the
overall weights can be computed on a table easily and
conveniently. Based upon the overall weights of decision
alternatives, decision can be made and the alternatives can
be ranked or prioritized. The best decision alternative will
be the one with the biggest overall weight with respect to
the decision goal.

Let C 1,…C m be m decision criteria and W=(w 1, … ,w m )T
be their normalized relative importance weight vector,
which is to be determined by using pairwise comparisons
and satisfies the normalization condition ∑𝑚
𝑗 𝑤 = 1with
𝑗

wj ≥0 for j=1, … , m. The pairwise comparisons between
the m decision criteria can be conducted by asking the
decision maker (DM) or expert questions such as which
criterion is more important with regards to the decision
goal and by what scale (1-9). The answers to these
questions form an m×m pairwise comparison matrix
which is defined as follows in Eq. 1.
𝑐1 𝑎11 𝑎12 ⋯ 𝑎1𝑚
𝑐 𝑎21 𝑎22 ⋯ 𝑎2𝑚
A = (𝑎𝑖𝑗 )𝑚 × 𝑚 = 2 [ ⋮
⋮
⋯
⋮ ] (1)
⋮
𝑐𝑚 𝑎𝑚1 𝑎𝑚2 ⋯ 𝑎𝑚𝑚

TABLE III. CALCULATION OF OVERALL WEIGHTS.
Decision criteria
Alternative C1 ⋯ Cj
W1 ⋯ W j

(𝜆max – 𝑛)|(𝑛−1)
RI

𝐴𝑖

⋯ Wm

𝑊11 ⋯ 𝑊1𝑗

⋯ 𝑊1𝑚

𝑊𝐴1 = ∑ 𝑊1𝑗 𝑊𝑗

𝑊𝑗1

⋯ 𝑊𝑖𝑗

⋯ 𝑊𝑖𝑚

𝑊𝐴𝑖 = ∑ 𝑊𝑖𝑗 𝑊𝑗
𝑗=1
𝑚

𝐴𝑛

𝑊𝑛1

⋯ 𝑊𝑛𝑗 ⋯ 𝑊𝑛𝑚

𝑊𝑛𝑚 = ∑ 𝑊𝑛𝑗 𝑊𝑗
𝑗=1

III.

METHODOLOGY

We conducted a qualitative criteria by brainstorming of
the safety committee and using a AHP technique to
determine the section of subway construction for taking it
to be a pilot section in assessing the risk. The main steps of
the study were to:
1) Review a qualitative criteria related to select a
section of subway construction including gathering
in the field work.
2) Using AHP multiple criteria by considering six
factors (work complexity, machine and equipment,
accident statistic, accident severity, work
environment, and number of workers).

Planning for decision goal.

Determination of criteria decision.

Construction of a hierarchy for multiple criteria.

Gathering data from the subway construction.

Making the pair wise comparison.

Calculation of the consistency ratio (C.R.) from Eq.

(2)

(3)

where RI is a random inconsistency index, whose value
varies with the order of pairwise comparison matrix. Table
2 shows the RI values for the pairwise comparison
matrices with the order from 1 to 10. If C.R.≤0.1, the
© 2016 Journal of Industrial and Intelligent Information

Overall weight

𝑗=1
𝑚

where λ max is the maximum eigenvalue of A. Such a
method for determining the weight vector of a pairwise
comparison matrix is referred to as the principal right
eigenvector method.
Since the DM may be unable to provide perfectly
consistent pairwise comparisons, it is demanded that the
pairwise comparison matrix A should have an acceptable
consistency, which can be checked by the following
consistency ratio (C.R.), as shown in Eq. 3.
𝐶𝑅 =

⋯ Cm

𝑚

𝐴1

where a ij represents a quantified judgment on w i /w j with
a ii =1 anda ij =1/a ji for i,j=1, … ,m. If the pairwise
comparison matrix A=(a ij )m×m satisfies a ij =a ik a kj for
any i,j,k=1, … ,m, then A is said to be perfectly consistent;
otherwise it is said to be inconsistent.
Form the pairwise comparison matrix A, the weight
vector W can be determined by solving the following
characteristic Eq. 2.
𝐴𝑊 = λ𝑚𝑎𝑥 𝑤

(4)
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3)

4)

If C.R. ≤ 0.1 for 6×6 pair wise comparison matrix,
the pair wise comparison matrix is thought to have an
acceptable consistency. [6]
Determination of the pilot section of subway
construction for taking a technique in assessing the
risk.
IV.

RESULT
Figure 3. Pair-wise comparison matrix and resulting weights vector by
Expert Choice11.

It is estimated that there are many safety risk in the
subway construction project in Thailand, all of which are
the responsibility of all personnel. In the event of any
accidents, the annual budget of accident prevention and
promotion is insufficient for all area. Therefore, this study
will focus on the AHP approach to select the section of
subway construction for taking these 3 sections (Tunnel,
Station and Ventilation Shaft) in assessing the risk.
Selection of assessment criteria and construction of
hierarchical structure.
The criteria can be categorized six factors; work
complexity, machine and equipment, accident statistic,
accident severity, environment and number of workers
based on brainstorming of safety committee. We consider
only 3 sections of subway construction. Fig. 2 shows the
hierarchical structure for these 3 sections of subway
construction.

As seen in Fig. 3, the results showed that the work
complexity (43.8%) as the most important, machine and
equipment (21.8%), accident statistic (13.10%), accident
severity (9.00%), environment (6.80%) and number of
workers (5.50%) respectively.

Figure 2. Hierarchical structure for a pilot plant. Determination of
criteria weights problem.

The weights of criteria should be determined by the
safety committee or the decision maker. The AHP is the
most widely used approach in determining the weights of
criteria. Suppose the pair wise comparison matrix for the
four assessment criteria provided by the decision maker
(safety committee of Italian-Thai Development Public
Company Limited) based on consideration of Delphi
MAH technique which developing by Rand Corporation
Company and Maximize Agreement Heuristic (MAH)
consists of 3 steps.
1) Getting the numerical data from the individual’s
decision maker.
2) The average of all decision makers.
3) Average values for all decision maker to consider.
See in the Table IV

31/3/2558 17:23:49

Model Name: selecting a section of subway construction
Priorities with respect to:
Goal: Selecting a section of subway construction in Thailand
>Environment
Tunnel
Station
Vent shaft
Inconsistency = 0.05
with 0 missing judgments.
31/3/2558 17:27:05
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.594
.249
.157

Page 1 of 1

Model Name: selecting a section of subway construction

TABLE IV. PAIR- WISE COMPARISON MATRIX AND RESULTING
WEIGHTS VECTOR.
Criteria Work M/C Acc.Statis Acc. Sev Env. No.worker
Work
1
6
3
3
4
4
M/C
1/6
1
3
3
4
4
Acc. Statis 1/3 1/6 1
3
2
2
Acc. Sev 1/3
1/6 1/3
1
2
2
Env.
1/4
1/6 1/3
1/3
1
2
No.worker 1/4 1/6 1/3
1/3
1/4
1

Page 1 of 1

Priorities with respect to:
Goal: Selecting a section of subway construction in Thailand
>Number of workers

Weight
0.438
0.218
0.131
0.090
0.068
0.055

Tunnel
Station
Vent shaft
Inconsistency = 0.06
with 0 missing judgments.

.279
.649
.072

Figure 4. Pair-wise comparison matrices among candidate alternatives
by Expert Choice11.
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TABLE V. COMPUTATION OF ALTERNATIVE OTHER CRITERIA
WEIGHTS.
Alternative

decision alternatives, and particularly useful and effective
for complex multiple criteria decision making problems
with a large number of decision alternatives, which is
usually not more than 15.

Criteria weights
Work M/C Acc. Statis Acc. Sev Env. No.worker

Tunnel
0.630 0.674 0.297 0.320 0.657 0.349
Station 0.218 0.226 0.540 0.558 0.196 0.484
Vent shaft 0.151 0.101 0.163 0.122 0.147 0.168
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The results showed that tunnel has a highwork
complexity index, Tunnel has a machine and equipment
index, Station has a high accident statistics index, Station
has a high accident severity index, Tunnel has a high
environment index and station has a high number of
workers index, as in Fig. 4 and Table V.
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Figure 5. Computation the priority of each alternative criteria weights
by Expert Choice11.

The result, on the basis of table weights, the following
ranking scores of alternatives are obtained, namely Tunnel
= 0.55; Station = 0.31 and ventilation shaft = 0.19, as
shown in Fig. 5.
V.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a AHP methodology to
select a section of subway construction, with the greatest
losses caused by accident by considerations of multiple
criteria such as work complexity, machine and equipment,
accident statistics, accident severity, environment and
number of workers to select a pilot section for assessing
the risk. A section of subway construction can be
prioritized for assessing the risk in term of its overall risk
scores. Thus, Tunnel a reasonable choice for select as a
pilot section for determining the risk assessment with the
corresponding consistency ratio, the pair wise comparison
matrix is to have acceptable consistency and its
normalized principle right eigenvector can be used as the
weights of criteria. It is shown that the AHP methodology
is simple enough, easy to use, applicable to any number of
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